WHITE WINE

CLOE CHARDONNAY
D.O. SIERRAS DE MÁLAGA
Chardonnay
Colour: fresh, bright yellow.
Nose: deep and intense on the nose,
it has complex fruity and citric
aromas and notes of tropical fruit
with an undertone of flowers, pineapple and hazelnut.
Palate: this is a full-bodied wine that
is highly fruity, elegant, light and
fresh.
Pairing: rice dishes, chicken stews,
grilled sole.

17€
Bottle

WHITE WINE

LA ENCINA DEL
INGLÉS BLANCO
D.O. SIERRAS DE MÁLAGA
Muscat Blanc à Petits Grains,
Doradilla, Pedro Ximénez
In the 19th century, numerous
English Romantics were drawn to
Andalusia, astonished by the character of this beautiful region, and told
the world of its wonders in their
accounts and drawings. This fresh
and highly fruity dry white wine pays
tribute to these travellers, being
made with Muscat Blanc à Petits
Grains, Doradilla and Pedro Ximénez
grapes, three local varieties that
reflect the personality of this
enticing land.
Colour: very brilliant, pale yellow.
Nose: intense stone fruit aromas like
peach and apricot, with subtle citric
and tropical notes.
Palate: very fresh and enveloping,
with a salty touch. A round, balanced, friendly wine.
Pairing: white meat, salads, fish.

17€

5€

Bottle

Glass

WHITE WINE

GADIR
D.O. VINOS DE LA TIERRA DE CÁDIZ
Palomino, Chardonnay
Colour: intense, brilliant yellow with
greenish reflections.
Nose: fresh herbs, tropical fruits and
notes of green apple.
Palate: fresh, lively on the palate,
fruity and slightly citric with good
acidity.
Pairing: perfect with fish, seafood,
rice and pasta.

15€
Bottle

WHITE WINE

CHIVITE
CHARDONNAY
D.O. NAVARRA
Chardonnay
Colour: bright yellow with a golden
rim.
Nose: intense on the nose, it has
fruity and citric aromas and notes of
tropical fruit with an undertone of
flowers, pineapple and hazelnut.
Palate: light and fresh on the palate
with a distinctive fructuousness and
elegance. This is a flavourful wine
rich in sensations. A very special
white.
Pairing: sushi, tuna, fine shellfish,
oysters, salt-baked fish. Its nuances
are similar to those of Champagne.
Being aged in casks, it can even
accompany flame-grilled meats.

12€

15€

4€

Half Bottle

Bottle

Glass

WHITE WINE

CUATRO RAYAS
VERDEJO
D.O. RUEDA
Verdejo
Made with select grapes of the
Verdejo variety coming from a delicate blend of different properties and
estates located within the Rueda
D.O.
Colour: its pleasant pale lemony,
greenish yellow colour gives it a
clean, brilliant look.
Nose: it has a strong nose with notes
of fresh fruit, green apple, hay and
honeyed undertones.
Palate: fresh, balanced and sweet on
the palate with a strong, fruity
character and a delicate finish
featuring dill, which reasserts the
personality of its Verdejo origin.
Pairing: fresh seafood and fish,
pasta, rice, cheese and white meat.

15€
Bottle

WHITE WINE

CUATRO RAYAS
SAUVIGNON BLANC
D.O. RUEDA
Sauvignon blanc
Made from 100% Sauvignon Blanc
grapes with an average age of 20
years and located at an elevation of
some 700 metres in sandy soil with
pebbles.
Colour: straw-yellow with a steely
rim.
Nose: broad and suggestive to the
nose with a citric undertone.
Palate: sumptuous and balanced on
the palate with notes of passion fruit
and pineapple.
Pairing: recommended for fresh fish
and seafood, as well as rice dishes.

15€
Bottle

WHITE WINE

BF
MAESTRO
Sweet Wine
Harvested using mules on the steep
rugged land.
Blending: 100% Muscat of Alexandria.
Colour: straw gold, very bright.
Nose: tropical fruit, acidity and
freshness.
Palate: woody notes, tasty and
spiced.
Pairing: foie, fatty and spreadable
cheeses, desserts and ice cream.

22€

5€

Bottle

Glass

ROSÉ WINE

LOS FRUTALES
ROSADO
D.O. SIERRAS DE MÁLAGA
Merlot, Syrah
Colour: intense raspberry-coloured
rosé.
Nose: reminiscent of peach, red
fruits and spices.
Palate: flavourful, strong, well-structured and highly intense on the
palate.
Pairing: goes well with any kind of
food, especially cold meats, light
meat, oily fish or fish stews.

17€
Bottle

ROSÉ WINE

F. SCHATZ ROSADO
D.O. SIERRAS DE MÁLAGA
Black Muscat
Colour: brilliant redcurrant.
Nose: red fruits and rose petals.
Palate: intense, big fresh grape
berry. Highly mineral and balsamic.
Pairing: rice, pasta, white meat and
white fish, as well as legumes.

24€
Bottle

ROSÉ WINE

GRAN FEUDO
ROSADO
D.O. NAVARRA
Grenache
Colour: fresh rose look with purplish
hues. Brilliant and intense.
Nose: intense nose with red fruit
(strawberry and raspberry) aromas.
Hints of citrus and notes of liqueur
on an elegant floral backdrop.
Palate: light and intense mouth-feel,
presence of ripe fruit. Light on the
palate, with good acidity. It has a
slight bitter finish with citric sensations.
Pairing: rice, pasta, white meat and
white fish, as well as legumes.

10€

15€

4€

Half Bottle

Bottle

Glass

ROSÉ WINE

CLOE
ROSÉ
D.O. SIERRAS DE MÁLAGA
Grenache
Colour: pink with salmon and violet
tones.
Nose: notes of white flowers, small
red fruits and citrus combine to give
this delicious nose. Notes of wild
roses.
Palate:great balance, it is fresh on
the palate, maintaining the acidity
and the persistence at the end of the
palate. Touch of rose petals.
Pairing: sushi, tuna, big clams,
oysters, salt-baked fish.

17€
Bottle

RED WINE

LOS FRUTALES
TINTO
D.O. SIERRAS DE MÁLAGA
Cabernet-Sauvignon, Grenache,
Merlot and Syrah
Colour: high intensity, violet-coloured wine.
Nose: strong and highly complex to
the nose, in which black fruits, spices
and chocolate are perfectly blended.
Palate: highly potent, but without
being aggressive.
Pairing: goes exceptionally well with
roasts, red meat, stews and cheese.

20€
Bottle

RED WINE

JORGE BONET
D.O. SIERRAS DE MÁLAGA
Tempranillo, Syrah, Merlot and
Cabernet-Sauvignon
Bordeaux Terroir bottle with natural
cork, large yellow, orange and red
label with his son's fingerprint on it,
giving rise to the name of the wine.
Antonio Muñoz has a 3-hectare
vineyard planted at an elevation of
some 650 m with organically grown
crops that produce 10,000 bottles.
This is a lovely wine that is perfect for
drinking now with a pleasant nose
and round, well-balanced palate
featuring good acidity.
Colour: clean, brilliant, highly
intense claret red of medium-high
depth, lively purplish rim and slow,
wide legs.
Nose: seasoned black fruits (plums,
blackberries, blackcurrants...) to the
nose, pleasant woodland, balsamic
and graphite aromas, sweet spices
(vanilla, clove...); it becomes more
expressive when the glass is swirled,
as it comes into more contact with
the air.
Palate: sweet and weighty in the
attack, balanced with pleasant
tannins, of average acidity, full-bodied with nuances of ripe fruit and an
elegant, magnificent finish.
Pairing: red meat.

20€
Bottle

RED WINE

LA ENCINA DEL
INGLÉS TINTO
D.O. SIERRAS DE MÁLAGA
Grenache and Syrah
During the 19th century, Ronda was
an essential stop on the Great South
Tour for Romantic English travellers.
This slightly aged, elegant young red
wine is our tribute to those English
travellers who, through their passion
and respect for the landscape of
Ronda, made this beautiful Andalusian city world-renowned.
Colour: intense, lively purplish.
Nose: strong red and black fruit
aromas with subtle spiced wood
notes.
Palate: fresh, meaty and enveloping
in the mouth with ripe tannins and a
long, pleasant taste.
Pairing: rice dishes with meat, white
meats with sauces, grilled red
meats, roasted red meats, roasted
suckling
pig,
roasted
lamb,
acorn-fed Iberian cured ham, grilled
vegetables, goat cheese, cow's milk
cheese, semi-mature cheese, wild
mushrooms.

21€

5€

Bottle

Glass

RED WINE

F. SCHATZ ACINIPO
D.O. SIERRAS DE MÁLAGA
Lemberger
Colour: claret red.
Nose: intense red fruit aromas with
hints of lemon tree flowers and
toasty oak.
Palate: smooth and silky in the
mouth with balsamic and highly
fruity touches. Noble wood with a
hint of dark chocolate. Fresh, persistent and highly pleasant aftertaste.
Pairing: red meats, game dishes,
cod, red tuna, mature cheese,
appetisers, salads, vegetables and
legumes.

22€
Bottle

RED WINE

PAYOYA NEGRA
D.O. SIERRAS DE MÁLAGA
Grenache, Syrah and Tintilla de
Rota
In the geographic region of Serranía
de Ronda, a sub-region of the Sierras
de Málaga D.O., La Melonera is an
estate surrounded by centuries-old
pasturelands. There, a project began
in 2006 consisting of producing top
quality vines, bringing back varieties
on the verge of extinction and
creating harmony with the landscape.
The Payoya Negra, which lends this
wine its name and illustrates its
label, is a native Andalusian goat
whose milk is used to make the
Payoya goat cheese in the Mountains
of Cadiz and Ronda.
Colour: intense ruby red.
Nose : a complex and intense aroma
of sweet spices with balsamic notes
and a subtle toasty undertone.
Palate: round, fresh, balanced and
enveloping on the palate. A wine
with a distinct personality.
Pairing: marinated meats, stews
with wild mushrooms or cream
sauces, goat cheese.

23€

5€

Bottle

Glass

RED WINE

KIENINGER!
D.O. SIERRAS DE MÁLAGA
Vinana 100%
Pinot Noir
Martin Kieninger, wine producer and
architect, was born in Ried in
northern Austria and has been living
in Ronda, in the south of Spain,
since 1998.
All of the work carried out in both the
vineyard and in the winery follows
the strict procedures for organic
farming and production (certified
and controlled by the Andalusian
Committee of Organic Farming,
the CAAE).
Colour: very intense cherry red.
Nose: mature cherries, floral with a
hint of wild herbs.
Palate: very tasty and complex, with
acidity, hints of cocoa and chocolate.
Pairing: an ideal accompaniment for
meat and smoked products.

21€
Bottle

RED WINE

ROBLE
CHINCHILLA
D.O. SIERRAS DE MÁLAGA
90% Tempranillo
10% Tintilla de Rota
Founded in 1999, Bodega Doña
Felisa was born as a personal
commitment of its founders, José
María Losantos and his wife, Gema
Alonso.
Nailed in the Serrania Rondeña, in
the place called "Chinchilla", in an
emerging D.O. Sierras de Málaga and
in the vicinity of the Roman city of
Acinipo, "Land of wine", where
already in Roman times, 1st century
BC, wines that were exported to the
whole empire were produced.
Colour: brightness and limpidity,
with a cardinal purple color and a
medium / high layer.
Nose: aromas of red fruits of certain
intensity, spicy and toasted notes,
with hints of forest, rosemary and
lavender.
Palate: on the palate, tasty, sweet
and fruit well assembled. Very soft,
pleasant tannins and a long finish
with a very balanced structure.
Pairing: risottos and cheeses.

19€
Bottle

RED WINE

SEIS + SEIS
D.O. SIERRAS DE MÁLAGA
Tempranillo and Syrah
Colour: Cherry red colour with great
depth, clean and bright, with high
aromatic intensity.
Nose: wild black fruits, blueberries
intertwined with chocolate and spicy
toasted notes from the French oak
barrel. It also features salty notes.
Smooth and enveloping attack with
floral notes, with a slight bitterness
that makes its mid-palate longer.
Very mineral with an essence of
liquorice root enveloped by notes of
liqueur.
Palate: on the palate, it is powerful
and full-bodied, with a pleasant
mid-palate and an elegant and long
finish.
Pairing: rice, fowl and stews.

22€
Bottle

RED WINE

TRES GENERACIONES
LA DEPA
D.O. SIERRAS DE MÁLAGA
Garnacha
They say that, during the French
occupation, the love that the French
Sergeant Pedro Depon felt for a girl
from Ronda made the soldier avoid a
terrible explosion. Grateful, the
people of Ronda rewarded the
sergeant by giving him the dress
that his beloved, "La Depa", would
wear at the wedding that would
unite them forever. And this, like our
history, has been inculcated in one
generation after another. Varieties:
Garnacha.
Colour: clean mid-depth raspberry
red colour.
Nose: attractive country aroma, with
mixture of wild strawberries, dry
grass and humid earth.
Palate: as it enters the mouth it is
fresh and joyful, before then
releasing fresh fruit flavours in the
mid-palate. A memorable wine of
great personality.
Pairing: salads, fish, lamb and
cheese.

22€
Bottle

RED WINE

TRES GENERACIONES
EL LERO
D.O. SIERRAS DE MÁLAGA
Coupage
Legend has it that a brave soldier,
chasing "El Lero" and his henchmen,
slipped one day on his horse near
Sierra Morena losing consciousness.
"El Lero", seeing him badly wounded,
took him to be treated, and the
grateful soldier joined the gang of
the compassionate bandit.
Varieties: Tempranillo,
Sauvignon and Syrah.

Cabernet

Colour: attractive cherry red colour
with purple hues and good depth.
Nose: its short time in the barrel has
left a good impression, clearly appreciating light notes of charred wood
and cocoa.
Palate: the grapes arrive in the
mouth with ripe fruit and berry
flavours. In the mid-palate it
awakens the taste buds, with its full
body and well-rounded character,
before leaving a long elegant
after-taste.
Pairing: red meat, roasted, fowl and
Iberian ham.

24€
Bottle

RED WINE

TRES GENERACIONES
EL ARQUITECTO
D.O. SIERRAS DE MÁLAGA
Coupage
Legend has it that, after the 40 years
it took to build the Tajo de Ronda, its
architect, Martín de Aldehuela,
decided to jump from its 98 m height
to avoid creating a bridge that would
surpass it in beauty. Or rather,
perhaps, because he could never
design something so sublime ever
again.
Varieties:
Cabernet
Sauvignon,
Tempranillo and Syrah.
Colour: deep and intense cherry red
colour with plenty of depth.
Nose: the complexity of its nose
surprises from the start, where
delicate notes of its ageing are
perfectly balanced with hints of
spices and scrub herbs.
Palate: well rounded in the mouth, it
reveals all its character here: red
berries, aromas of baked bread, dry
rosemary, minerals... A great wine,
which will improve even more in the
bottle.
Pairing: game, truffle, mushrooms
and red meat.

29€
Bottle

RED WINE

BARBAZUL TINTO
ROBLE
D.O. VINOS DE LA TIERRA DE CÁDIZ
Tintilla, Syrah, Merlot and
Cabernet-Sauvignon
Colour: picota cherry red with violet
hues.
Nose: complex on the nose with
citric, fig leaf and aromatic herb
aromas.
Palate: flavourful in the mouth, with
well-balanced acidity, long on the
palate, reminiscent of the freshness
of fruit.
Pairing: vegetable and rice dishes,
ham, cold meats or cheese.

17€
Bottle

RED WINE

GARUM
D.O. VINOS DE LA TIERRA DE CÁDIZ
Merlot, Syrah, Petit Verdot
Colour: features a claret red colour of
medium-high depth.
Nose: with an intense, honest nose
reminiscent of undergrowth, ripe red
fruit, spices, liquorice, coffee and
cocoa.
Palate: featuring sweet tannins that
render it silky but powerful, with a
toasty, coffee-like aftertaste.
Pairing: legume dishes, dried fruits,
roasted vegetables, game (duck,
viscacha, rabbit), fish in sauce, light
stews, rice, semi-mature cheese. For
dessert, with quince jelly or chocolate.

21€
Bottle

RED WINE

GRAN FEUDO
RESERVA
D.O. NAVARRA
Tempranillo, Cabernet-Sauvignon
and Merlot
Colour: clean, bright cherry with
claret hints.
Nose: touches of fine, intense ripe
black fruit on the nose, spicy and
toasty notes.
Palate: flavourful and strong in the
mouth, it is elegant and structured.
With a persistent finish.
Pairing: cocido stew, big game, white
meat, cold meats, grilled red meat.

15€

4€

Bottle

Glass

RED WINE

BERONIA CRIANZA
D.O. RIOJA
Tempranillo, Grenache, Graciano
Colour: intense picota cherry red.
Clean and brilliant. Medium-high
intensity.
Nose: intense bouquet full of
nuances, with distinct hints of red
fruits such as cherries and raspberries in perfect harmony with
mineral and aromatic herb notes.
Palate: balanced and sweet in the
mouth. Fruit and liquorice stand out
over chocolate and coffee undertones. Persistent and well-structured.
Pairing: the perfect match for roasts,
flame-grilled pork chops, Iberian
cold meats or mature cheese.

10,5€

16€

Half Bottle

Bottle

RED WINE

VIÑA SALCEDA
CRIANZA
D.O. RIOJA
Tempranillo, Mazuelo, Graciano
Colour: cherry.
Nose: intense, highly fruity. Predominantly fruity expression, sloe, black
plum in perfect harmony with aging
notes and spicy nuances.
Palate: broad entrance. Sweet, with
good volume, crossing the mouth.
Well-balanced. Quite persistent.
Aftertaste of fruit jam - blackcurrant,
and spices. Highly lively, fresh and
balanced.
Pairing: perfect with cold meats, red
meat, poultry, small game and
semi-mature cheese.

12€

16€

Half Bottle

Bottle

RED WINE

SEMELE
D.O. RIBERA DEL DUERO
Tempranillo, Merlot
Colour: picota cherry with ruby rims.
Clean and brilliant.
Nose: this is a clean and intense wine
on the nose. Red fruit aromas with
hints of sweet spices, toasty aromas
and balsamic undertones. Intensely
reminiscent of red peppers and
liquorice.
Palate: smooth, fresh and big. Fruity
notes appear. Good acidity and
highly distinct sweet tannins. Long,
persistent finish.
Pairing:
cold
meats,
wild
mushrooms, roasts, lamb, legumes,
grilled red meat, grilled vegetables.

15€

19€

Half Bottle

Bottle

RED WINE

CARRAMIMBRE ROBLE
D.O. RIBERA DEL DUERO
Tinta del país, Cabernet Sauvignon
Colour: picota cherry red with strong
purplish hues. Very strong, with ripe
red fruit hues (blackberries, raspberries, etc.).
Nose: blended with slightly spicy,
highly subtle and highly suggestive
touches.
Palate: large-framed, balanced and
flavourful. Noticeable tannins as a
result of the media crianza aging
process. Nice persistence. The red
fruits come out again strongly in the
aftertaste.
Pairing: highly recommended for
meat and game stews and cold
meats.

18€
Bottle

RED WINE

MOMO TINTO
D.O. RIBERA DEL DUERO
Tempranillo, Cabernet
Sauvignon, Merlot
Colour: ruby red.
Nose: very strong aromas of forest
fruits on the nose with vanilla,
toasty, coffee notes from aging.
Palate: complex, round and structured in the mouth, with nice persistence.
Pairing: goes perfectly with red
meat, game and roasts.

19€
Bottle
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CAVAS & CHAMPAGNES

CASTILLO DE PERELADA
BRUT RESERVA

Colour: pale yellow.
Nose: nice bubble detachment. Its
fine aroma developed during the
months of aging, while still offering
certain slightly fruity nuances.
Palate: its good structure, elegance
and broadness on the senses give it
an unmistakable personality.
Pairing: cheese, cold meats, vegetables and salads, oily and white fish.

15€

4€

Bottle

Glass

CAVAS & CHAMPAGNES

CASTILLO DE PERELADA
ROSADO

Colour: pale cherry red. Clean and
brilliant.
Nose: abundant fine bubble detachment, forming a crown. Clean, fruity
aroma with slight notes of aging.
Palate: complex, fruity flavour,
smooth and well-balanced in the
mouth.
Pairing: rice and pasta.

15€

4€

Bottle

Glass

CAVAS & CHAMPAGNES

TAITTINGER BRUT
RESERVE

Colour: delightful straw-yellow with
greenish hues, good crown formation and fine bubbles.
Nose: highly complex on the nose,
excellent quality white and stone
fruits (peach and apple) along with
notes of acacia wood, a hint reminiscent of lemon mousse, subtle toasty
aromas of dried fruit and fine pastry.
Palate: broad and at the same time
refreshing on the palate. A long and
elegant finish with pleasant notes of
orange peel.
Pairing: excellent to accompany
appetisers or throughout a meal,
especially paired with white meat
and lobster.

28€

50€

12€

Half Bottle

Bottle

Glass

MÁLAGA

SERRANÍA DE RONDA

RENOWNED WINERIES
B. Cuesta de la Villa
Jorge Bonet

B. F.schatz
F.schatz Rosado

B. Doña Felisa
Cloe Chardonnay
B. La Melonera
Encina del inglés
B. Joaquín Fdez.
Los frutales

Ctra. Sevilla

Ctra.
Málaga

OTHER
DRINKS
Still water 50cl
2,40€
Soft drinks
2,40€
Juices
2,40€
Fresh juice
4,00€
Nordic tonic
2,40€
Tonic Schweppes
2,60€
Blue Tonic
2,60€
Fever Tree
4,00€
Energy Drink
4,00€
Draught 30cl
2,50€
Draught 50cl
4,70€
Spanish bottled beer
3,20€
Imported bottled beer
3,60€
Alhambra 1925
3,40€
Glass of sangria
5,00€
Sangria 1 litre
14,00€
Wine with mixer
2,50€
Aperitifs and bitters
4,00€
Fortified wines
2,50€
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